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“Gina Pizza House”
(You are going to listen to two people, Gina, the owner of the “Gina Pizza
House”, and a customer, Mrs. Martin, talking about the place.)

Do PART A: Exercises I & II
PART A:

(30 MARKS)

I. Write T for TRUE and F for FALSE:

(5 X 3 = 15 marks)

1. “Gina Pizza House” has just come back to business.

……….

2. They offered light pizza in the past.

……….

3. Ingredients for light pizza are tested.

……….

4. People, generally, do not care about calories.

……….

5. Whole grain wheat is used for light pizza.

……….

II. Tick (√) the items you may use as toppings, according to the text, to
make a light pizza.
(5 x 3 = 15 marks)

Toppings you may use for light pizza:
1. light cheese

……….

2. halloumi

……….

3. smoked turkey

……….

4. peppers

……….

5. pasta

……….

6. tomatoes

……….

7. lountza

……….

8. mushrooms

……….

9. anchovies

……….
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Second Listening: The second listening will be in three sections.
Follow the instructions for each exercise.
PART B:
•

(40 MARKS)

Listen to SECTION ONE and do Exercise I:

I. Choose the correct answer: a, b or c
1.

(4 x 3 = 12 marks)

The owner of the “Gina Pizza House” promises to offer good service and
………. .
a. quality
b. quantity
c. quarters

2. All people think of their ………. and are interested in calories.
a. weight
b. height
c. built
3. People are helped to ………. a truly light pizza by using a list of calories.
a. mash
b. sift
c. create
4. The cheese is low in fat but rich in ………. .
a. smell
b. taste
c. touch
•

Listen to SECTION TWO and do Exercise II:

II. Complete the blanks with only ONE word.

(6 x 2 = 12 marks)

If you want to create your own light pizza you first 1………. the size and then
add the 2………. of your taste. There are three sizes: small, medium and
3………. size. Mrs. Martin chooses the family size and for toppings she wants
4………. cheese with 5………. tomatoes, light ham and 6………. .
•

Listen to SECTION THREE and do Exercise III:

III. Answer the following questions. Use short answers. (4 x 4 = 16 marks)
1. How long will Mrs. Martin’s order take to be ready?
…………………………………………………………
2. What will Mrs. Martin drink?
…………………………………………………………
3. What else did Mrs. Martin ask for?
a. …………………….

b. ………………………

4. How many persons will the tiramisu be for?
…………………………………………………………
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Third Listening: Listen to the text for the last time. You may take notes while
listening to PART C. If you have time, you may go back to PARTS A & B to
check your answers.
PART C:

(15 X 2 = 30 MARKS)

I. Complete the passage below to summarise the dialogue between
Gina, the owner of the Pizza House, and a customer, Mrs. Martin.
“Gina Pizza House” has started work once more. Gina, the owner, is talking to
an old customer, Mrs. Martin. The owner hopes that people will enjoy the new
1………. She thanks Mrs. Martin for her support and also promises the same
good 2………. and quality. For the first time, they now 3………. light pizza
and all the 4………. are tested. Nowadays people worry about their weight and
are interested in calories. Therefore, they have prepared a 5………. of calories to
help people create or 6………. a really light pizza. The 7………. is made with
whole grain wheat, and the cheese is light, low in 8………. but rich in taste.
First, people choose the size of the pizza they prefer and then the toppings of
their 9………. . They can have light 10………. or ham, 11………. turkey,
chicken, red and green peppers, 12………., fresh tomatoes, sweet 13………. and
mushrooms.
Usually orders are 14………. in 20 minutes. While waiting, customers can have
a 15………. but they can also order a salad or dessert to take with them.
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